Abstract
Introduction
A collaborative computing environment allows remote users to collaborate to solve problems, share information, develop programs and process distance learning [1] [2][5] [6] . However, developing synchronous groupware is a difficult and timeconsuming tasks [3] [4] [7] . In addition to applicationspecific details, shared data have to be organized, communication between different sites has to be managed and user interfaces that can handle events from multiple users have to be developed. To relieve the application developer from re-designing standard modules, collaborative platforms are widely available with building blocks for standard solutions. They provide a communication infrastructure and a runtime system. Using a collaborative platform, the application developer can concentrate on application-specific details and use collaborative services from a standard library.
Our system, called CollabRunJava, is not only a collaborative platform for developing and executing collaborative applications; it also shares single-user Java applications for synchronous collaborations. Programmers don't need to re-design existing Java applications for new groupware applications. We also provide a replicated resource sharing mechanism to maintain the developed project resource consistent.
In a conventional program developing environment, design time, testing time and execution time are exclusive. Programmers always get trapped in a cycle of coding, debugging, application execution, error occurrence, and re-debugging. This process is inconvenient and time-consuming. In addition, the setup of the libraries and components required to deploy and execute an application is a complex operation. Another disadvantage is that the conventional process cannot keep existing states and continue execution after a modification of the program is made. Consequently, an application's states, such as variable values and loaded classes, always need to be reset when the program is modified and re-executed.
To deal with these problems, CollabRunJava not only keeps the features of a conventional developing environment but also provides a collaborative dualmode exerciser. In the instant-develop mode, users can develop collaborative or standalone applications rapidly within an interactive programming environment.
The developed applications can be tested and executed directly in this mode. In the runtime-evolution mode, we can change the codes of executing application without re-executing it. All the developing processes in both modes are collaboratively. With the above features, our system is a useful program development and testing tool and a good E-learning platform in a collaborative environment.
The ShareTone platform
CollabRunJava was developed as a collaborative application on a CSCW project, called ShareTone [15] . It is a Java-based collaborative computing platform that facilitates information exchange and collaboration among participants over the Internet. Its main objective is to build a collaboratory that enables remote users to collaborate with one another. ShareTone also facilitates the remote execution of software objects for on-line demonstration and distance learning. Figure 1 shows the three layers of the system. The application layer contains collaborative applications provided by the system, such as CollabRunJava, or those developed by users. To achieve collaboration, each application uses a collaboration toolkit, called Collabench, to share the application states among users.
The communication layer is responsible for collaborative communication, including security management and the collaborative message service. CollabMS is a Java messaging API for collaborative and peer-to-peer communication. Collabench is built on the top of CollabMS and enhances the automation and customization of collaborative applications. These two components enable CollabRunJava to work as a collaborative computing environment.
The service layer provides the necessary services during collaboration, such as registry service, collaborative persistent service (CollabPS), and collaborative file service (CollabFS). CollabFS is a service based on CollabMS for collaborative file sharing. By using this service, all files can be stored on the collaborative file server. File update events are broadcast synchronously to all clients in the same working group, and all clients retrieve the updated files from the server to the local disk automatically.
System design
Our system provides a collaborative development tool and runtime platform. Users can develop applications standalone or collaboratively. All basic developing tools, such as editor, debugger and compiler, are provided. A Java interpreter is also provided, so users can immediately test and operate the Java classes they developed. This feature makes the program design more interactive.
The dual-mode exerciser
CollabRunJava has two modes: The instant-develop mode and the runtime-evolution mode. In the instantdevelop mode, users can develop applications rapidly with useful tools. User can also manipulate objects directly through an embedded interpreter. The runtimeevolution mode is used when applications that are currently being designed or executed, need to be debugged or modified on-the-fly. Tracing or observing the status of process execution can also be done in this mode.
As shown in Figure 2 , all the activities in both modes are collaborative through the collaboration communication channel. Users in the same working group can join the processes of application development and share the same class and object space.
3.1.1. The instant-develop mode. After a user joins a collaborative working group, CollabRunJava is ready and its basic mode, instant-develop mode, starts to operate. In this mode, an interpreter, a compiler and a project editor compose the main part of CollabRunJava. Programmers can use CollabRunJava to write source codes, compile these codes into Java classes and perform other developing activities. The Java language interpreter, called RunJava, is responsible for Java interpreting and class loading. Like the Java class loading mechanism, RunJava only loads the basic classes when it is initialized. It will only load the required classes in the class path, or developed by the users on-line, to save the memory space. RunJava supports dynamic class loading, thus it provides more flexibility to maintain class library at runtime. It's easy to validate or manipulate the classes immediately after development by interpreting testing codes in RunJava. If problems occur in these classes, programmer can switch to the runtime evolution mode to debug, modify and re-compile these classes without re-execute the applications. This improves the performance of application development.
Since CollabRunJava is a collaborative environment, all operations are synchronous, including editing, code interpretation, and file access. The interpretation and edit operations will be sent to the collaboration server first, and broadcast to all clients. Each client will process these operations after receiving them from the collaboration server.
To keep all project resources, such as source files and libraries, consistent among all users, we use CollabFS to maintain the above resources. When a project is created, all necessary resources will be uploaded to the file server by the creator. The other participants will download these resources at the beginning when they join the project. When these resources are modified, the collaboration server will modify and update the corresponding files. Once the server updates the project resources, it will notify other clients to update their local files synchronously. To enhance flexibility and performance, the locking mechanism is not used on the project resources. All users can access and modify a file at the same time without limitation. The file will be overridden when more than one user save it. If it happens, user will receive a notification and can choose one of the following actions: (1) Save their current file as a new file and update the latest version from the CollabFS server. (2) Update the latest version without save. (3) Ignore the notification.
The runtime-evolution mode.
In a conventional developing environment, the execution of applications must be terminated in order to modify the application codes. It's also necessary to switch from the execution mode to the debugging mode to observe the process of application execution, and observe or set the values of variables declared in applications. In addition, the program status must to be reset when switching between the execution mode and the debugging mode.
The runtime-evolution mode overcomes the above disadvantage by utilizing a remote debugger. With the remote debugging connection to the running applications, which is executed through CollabRunJava, the programmer can debug the applications and observe the program behavior. By using the "hot swap" feature [17] of the remote debugger, the application codes can be changed without re-executing it.
With the above features, CollabRunJava provides a unique function called "annotation code insertion". Annotation codes are temporary codes that can be inserted into source codes to enhance the functionality of the original program, without changing the original source codes. After inserting the annotation codes, CollabRunJava recompiles the source codes, and reload the modified classes automatically. This feature is very useful when it is necessary to do extra work without changing the source codes, such as geometric algorithm visualization or e-learning. Examples of Geometric algorithm visualization will be addressed later in this paper.
However, some limitations of this feature should be noted. (1) If the modified methods are in active stack frames, those active frames continue to run the byte codes of the previous method. The redefined method will be used on new invocations only. (2) The redefined class function does not cause any initialization. In other words, redefining a class does not cause its initializers to be run. The values of preexisting static variables will remain as they were prior to the call. On the contract, completely uninitialized (new) static variables will be assigned their default value. (3) Not all target virtual machines support this operation. We suggest to use Sun Java Virtual Machine 1.4.1 version or later. Figure 3 shows the architecture of CollabRunJava. As shown in the figure, CollabRunJava is composed of several plug-ins. To reduce code duplication and makes components easier to maintain, all plug-ins are designed according to the Model-View-Control (MVC) architecture. The user interfaces of the plug-ins are customizable. Developers can, therefore, design a graphic user interface specific to their needs. We provide a simple collaborative project editor. It allows users to edit shared source files, which are set shareenabled, collaboratively. The compiler is used to compile source codes and generate the Java classes. Currently, it uses the Sun Java compiler 1.4.1 version.
The architecture of CollabRunJava
In our system, there are 2 major components. The first one is RunJava, an interpreter of Java programming language. It is the core of this system. Because RunJava is embedded, the compiled classes and objects written in java language can be operated easily and can also obtain an immediately response. It can also achieve the goal of interactive programming and reduce the difficulties of system developing. In RunJava, several useful functions are supported, including a class browser, an interpretation scripts recorder, dynamic class loading and on-line class path setup. The class browser will display all the classes loaded into the memory, together with their details such as the methods and fields of each class. The instance list in class browser shows the object instances that are declared as the selected class. When one instance on the list is selected, the values of the fields belonging to this instance will be shown. The interpretation scripts recorder will record (capture) the interpretation scripts when it is enabled. These scripts can be saved as files and retrieved for interpretation via the replay function. Class loading is an annoying problem for many new programmers using Java. RunJava can load the libraries dynamically and set the class path at runtime. This eases the complexity of class path setup.
Another key component is the enhanced remote debugger. We use JSwat [16] as our remote debugger. By using the enhanced remote debugger, CollabRunJava can replace the classes at runtime, and suspend a running application dynamically. It can also add extended codes to the running application without modifying the source codes, and observe/change the status of the running application. The remote debugger provides greater flexibility in the development of applications and simplifies the debugging procedure.
To extend the functionality of CollabRunJava, software components written in the specification of JavaBeans, can be plugged into the system. For example, a collaborative geometric drawing bean, called GeoDrawing is plugged in by default. It can read the geometric data and visualize the outcome of geometric algorithms. In the current version, the plug-in components must be embedded into the system before CollabRunJava starts running. A dynamic plug-in mechanism will be developed in the future.
Design choices and collaboration issues
While developing CollabRunJava, many design choices and issues had to be investigated. In this section, we describe important design choices and research issues in the design of the collaborative dualmode exerciser.
Communication between two processes
In order to provide runtime-evolution mode, CollabRunJava has to start two processes. The main process contains CollabRunJava, user defined classes and objects, applications and collaboration package. It is responsible for code editing, compiling, interpreting, object and class operation and collaboration among all clients. The debugger process is slimmer, as it only contains a remote debugger, which makes a remote debugging connection to the main process when the runtime-evolution mode is activated.
In our design, we decide to integrate user interfaces in the main process. The reason behind this decision is because most common user activities are editing, file accessing, compiling and interpretation. A lot of communication between processes can be eliminated, if the integrated user interface is in the main process. Also, only one collaboration service is needed in this case. CollabRunJava can share this service with the applications and objects initialized by RunJava, as shown in Figure 4 . In the original design, a socket was used as the communication mechanism, and a debugger controlling protocol was designed to allow the user to control the remote debugger from the main process. However, the debugger controlling protocol was becoming too complex, especially when more functions were added in CollabRunJava. The one way communication mechanism was not sufficient. We therefore choose Java RMI mechanism as the new communication mechanism. By using RMI, we can easily invoke remote object methods instead of designing complex communication protocol. It is also convenient to make multiple connections and achieve the goal of duplex communication.
The suspend policy
In CollabRunJava, the whole developing environment and the executing applications are in the same process. However, if users want to suspend the executing applications for observation or modification, the remote debugger will suspend not only the applications, but also the entire process. Consequently, the entire CollabRunJava will be halt and no more operation can be performed.
To avoid this problem, RunJava is started as a sub thread of CollabRunJava, so all applications initialized by RunJava are also execute as a sub thread. We also modified the suspend policy of the remote debugger from SUSPEND_ALL to SUSPEND_EVENT_THREAD. With these changes, the remote debugger will only suspend the specified application, not the whole system.
The issue of late comers
In addition to keep all online users to acting synchronously, a collaborative system must also allow the late-comers with the same status as the existing users. Although the collaboration service of ShareTone achieves the former, the late-comer issue needs more efforts.
In CollabRunJava, the RunJava contexts of users in the same group must have the same value. The RunJava context has two major elements: the class table and the variable table. The class table records the class name loaded into memory and the corresponding class instance. The variable table records the objects and variables initialized, or declared in RunJava. There are two main mechanisms that provide the later-comer with the same RunJava context as the existing users. They are the replay mechanism and the serialization mechanism.
CollabRunJava will save the interactive operation and interpretation commands in the history command table. When a new user joins a working group, the user will receive the history command table from the collaboration service. Before joining the collaboration session, the user has to interpret all commands in the history command table and new commands produced during the restoration to guarantee having the same status with other users.
The above "replay" mechanism may take a long time to restore the current state if the amount of history commands is large. Our system also provides serialization mechanism to over-comer this problem. CollabRunJava will serialize the class table and variable table and send them to the collaboration service when synchronous information request is received. After the new user de-serializes the tables, the RunJava context is the same as the other users. However, this mechanism has some limitations as Java Serialization mechanism [16] does. Some classes or objects, such as Thread class, cannot be serialized correctly. As both synchronous mechanisms are provided by CollabRunJava, users can decide manually which one they prefer. We hope to find better and automatic solutions in the future.
Multi-user control of the debugger
Although CollabRunJava is a collaborative developing environment that let users develop and execute applications collaboratively, it doesn't support the collaboration mechanism for all functions in runtime-evolution mode. When one user switches to this mode, the remote debugger in this client will be notified and will start to process debugging. Because the memory references of clients are different, users will be confused if the debugging process is performed individually on each client. Therefore, we adopt the centralized sharing approach here and use the collaboration mechanism to simulate collaborative debugging. Only one remote debugger will be notified to make a remote debugging connection to the main process in this client as shown in Figure 5 . This client is called debugging executor.
In the collaboration communication mechanism, the first user join the working group will be assigned to provide the synchronous information to the late-comer. After the user leaving, another user will be assigned randomly to provide the synchronous information. CollabRunJava also uses this mechanism to assign the debugging executor. Because the main process contains the collaboration communication mechanism, operations on the main process of all users are still synchronous. All users can operate the remote debugger of the debugging executor through the collaboration communication mechanism, but the context of variables and memory reference are the values on the debugging executor. In other words, only debugging executor is debugged. The application on the other clients is suspended until the debugging process is finished. The other clients can observe and operate the debugging process on the debugging executor.
The asynchronous interpretation problem
Since only one remote debugger will connect to the main process in the same client, all debugging actions only work at this client. Consequently, if users want to suspend an application by setting up break points, only the application executed on the client of the debugging executor will be suspend. As the application executed on other clients won't be suspended, application activities among users in the working group will be asynchronous.
To avoid this problem, CollabRunJava keeps a suspended class table to record classes which contain active break points. It also checks the interpretation commands and the commands sent by the collaboration communication channel. If these commands relate to the classes recorded in the suspended class table, they will be saved in a command queue. The commands in the queue will be processed when the related classes continue to execute. In the current situation, we can only examine whether the commands relate to the classes in only one level deep. Related commands cannot always be intercepted correctly. This is a major issue to be solved in the future.
Visualization component interface
As describe in Section 3, a GeoDrawing bean is plugged in by default to visualize the outcome of geometric algorithms. In our design, users are also allowed to plug-in their own visualization components to visualize their specific objects. An interface, called VisualRuntimeInterface, is designed for this purpose as shown in Table 1 . This interface defines behavior of visual object maintenance/drawing, monitor variable insertion/deletion, and variable access/modify notification. Any customized visualization component must implement this interface so that it can interact with CollabRunJava properly.
Case study -CollabRunJava and GeoDrawing
In computational geometry, the visualization and animation tool is very important to understand, present and debug algorithms. Many systems have tried to satisfy the needs of computational geometry [8] [9] [10] . Different approaches are used in algorithmic visualization. An important factor is how the visualization code connects with the algorithmic implementation to create the visualization and animation [11] .
GeoDrawing, a collaborative geometric drawing JavaBeans which is a component of the ShareTone project, can read the geometric data and visualize it. Combined with CollabRunJava, our system helps users to dynamically annotate their visualization code in the algorithmic implementation at the running time. Therefore, the geometric algorithm can be visualized through our system and it is independent of the visualization codes. Figure 6 is the snapshot of GeoDrawing embedded in CollabRunJava. Figure 7 shows 3 steps while drawing the convex hull. Each step is suspended by the breakpoint and the annotated visualization codes update the display.
The geometric visualization may need more interaction with the users. By using the annotation codes and interpretation, users can modify some geometric data interactively and see the result produced by the algorithm immediately. This feature is called interactive visualization. In figure 8 , (a) a convex hull was drawn and then (b) we add a new point outside the convex hull. (c) After an interpretation of "re-compute" command, the new convex hull is drawn. Of course, the bean also has new collaborative capability, which enables users in different locations to view and manipulate the geometric data collaboratively. 
Related work
Several other software systems and toolkits that enable or support collaboration have been developed, or are evolving. For example, TeamWave is a groupware system that combines synchronous groupware technologies, such as shared white-boards, chat rooms, and customizable groupware applets, with a persistent work environment. However, TeamWave is a relatively closed system that is based on the GroupKit groupware toolkit [11] , and only subsystems and applications developed specifically with GroupKit can be used with TeamWave.
Most development systems only focus on the singleuser environment, and only a few of these systems have a facility for interactive programming. For example, WingIDE [12] and DrJava [13] are development environments for Python and Java language respectively. Both of them provide a file browser, a source editor and a graphic debugger. In WingIDE, the runtime and design-time are separated, and the user needs to re-execute the applications after re-designing them. This system lacks the interactive programming ability. Because DrJava has an interpreter embedded, it has interactive programming ability. But it still need to re-execute the application after modify its codes. Both of the WingIDE and DrJava are designed to develop programs standalone.
Conclusion and future work
The dual-mode exerciser for a collaborative computing environment facilitates the efficient development of applications collaboratively and share the single-user Java applications for synchronous. In the other words, users can cooperate to do their job through our system. They can also develop groupware and execute it on our system. With its interactive programming ability, it helps users refine the programs, test classes, find algorithm bugs, and observe the process of program execution more easily, as the example in the case study shows. With the replicated resource sharing mechanism, implemented by CollabFS, we can maintain the consistency of project resources.
Our work on CollabRunJava continues in several directions with multiple collaboration teams. Ongoing research includes automating the choice policy between the replay and the serialization mechanism for latecomers, and refining the concurrency-control mechanisms in asynchronous interpretation problems. Further plug-in components of CollabRunJava will be developed to support more functions. For example, the component, which is called Inspector, allows users to monitor class fields and even local variables. Whenever these fields and variables are accessed or modified, events will be fired to the corresponding objects. This function is very useful on dynamic evaluation, especially on the auto-visualization for the geometric algorithms. this paper. Their suggestions have greatly enhanced the quality of this paper. The authors also acknowledge the a b c 
